The built environment is the foundation for wellbeing. From natural light and ventilation, to views out and green spaces, the way offices are designed can have a real impact on how we feel. The British Land recent Head Office refurbishment presented an exciting opportunity for them to introduce new features to further enhance wellbeing and productivity.
Now that the refurbishment is complete, British Land will be commissioning a follow up study to explore changes.
So, what aspects of the refurbishment were introduced to enhance wellbeing and productivity?
SENSORY STIMULATION
Studies show that sensory change can enhance our wellbeing, making us feel better and become more productive. So, the design team introduced lots of new features to stimulate the senses. They hope that staff and visitors will continue to see new things as the months go by, enjoying their working environment and feeling inspired.
You may notice the different sounds as you move from the new timber flooring, to the porcelain tiling, the natural lino and onto carpet. Or spot the variety of visual and textural elements in each room, from different fabrics and colours, to changes in shapes and heights.
BRIGHT IDEAS
Natural light and views out are also important to wellbeing. Without changing external glazing, the new Head Office design allows more natural light to flow across office areas and meeting rooms. This was achieved by opening up spaces and choosing materials CASE STUDY:
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Location: London, England that refract and reflect light, from white furniture and paintwork, to carpets with light-reflecting yarn to improve light refraction.
Nowhere can the focus on maximising daylight indoors be seen better than around the new central stairwell; it's also true elsewhere, with large internal windows bringing extra sunshine into the office spaces and improving sightlines into meeting rooms and beyond.
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
There are now around 800 plants throughout the offices -three times as many plants as people! Studies show that plants in offices can lower stress, improve wellbeing and even enhance productivity.
The design team chose these particular plants not only because they look good, but because they clean and purify the air we breathe, contributing to air quality in the offices, alongside the air conditioning system. In addition, they can survive with little water and are long lived.
ACTIVE DESIGN
Space planning in the new offices is designed to encourage people to get active and move around the office, from the new central stairwell that opens up new routes between floors, to carefully positioned refreshment points and printing facilities where people catch up with each other.
There are also more flexible spaces to give people choice over how and where they work -from shared tables, coffee points and comfortable sofas, to hot desks, standing desks and small rooms for ad hoc meetings.
LET'S CONNECT
Social interaction is also important for wellbeing. The design team has introduced new spaces to nurture collaboration and interaction -for staff and for visitors too, with social seating on the fourth floor, an enhanced reception area and a mix of meeting suites, as well as the 'British Landing' for all-staff events. All three floors are now connected via a central hub, which also opens up the workings of the business, giving clients, partners and other visitors insights into life at British Land as they work collaboratively together.
